Spatial frequency discrimination of band-limited periodic targets: effects of stimulus contrast, bandwidth and retinal eccentricity.
Two experiments were conducted to explore the ability of human observers to discriminate the spatial frequency of briefly-presented, Gaussian-truncated sinewave gratings. In the first experiment, the influence of stimulus contrast and stimulus bandwidth on discrimination thresholds was measured after removing any position cues by randomizing the spatial phase of the gratings for each presentation. In a second experiment, the influence of retinal eccentricity on discrimination thresholds was explored for Gaussian-truncated gratings of constant spatial frequency bandwidth (0.5 octave) and suprathreshold contrast value (5 x detection threshold). The spatial frequency of the reference gratings varied from 1 to 8 c/deg. The gratings were positioned centered at the fixation point or 1-20 deg eccentric of the point of fixation along the horizontal meridian. Two observers responded in a two-interval forced-choice paradigm, which of two gratings had a higher spatial frequency. A difference frequency was randomly added to or subtracted from the spatial frequency of either the first or second grating. Using a maximum-likelihood algorithm, the spatial-frequency discrimination threshold delta f was computed from 40 trials, at which the observer responded with 75% accuracy. The results indicate that discrimination thresholds increase with (1) decreasing stimulus contrast, (2) increasing stimulus bandwidth, and (3) increasing retinal eccentricity. It is shown that spatial-frequency discrimination thresholds are only independent of contrast for narrow bandwidth stimuli having a contrast greater than 0.02. The eccentricity-dependent increase in discrimination thresholds varies with reference spatial frequency: with increasing retinal eccentricity delta f/f increases gradually for low spatial frequencies but rapidly for high spatial frequencies.